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Abstract— In modern computing paradigms, energy
consumption is of foremost importance because it constitutes a
major percentage of the operational expenses. Virtual
Machines (VMs) are consolidated on a fewer number of servers
to significantly reduce the overall power consumption. The idle
servers are then turned off by using Dynamic threshold
Voltage Scaling (DTVS). The VM monitor checks for underutilized, partially filled, over-utilized, and empty servers. The
VM monitor then transfers the tasks to suitable servers for
execution if subject to a set of constraints. As a result, many
servers those were under-utilized get idle and are turned off by
using DTVS to save power. Simulation results affirm our study
and a substantial reduction is observed in the overall power
consumption of the cloud data centers.
Keywords- Virtual Machine, servers, cloud computing,
consolidation
I.

INTRODUCTION

The dual influence of increasing cloud computing data
center energy consumption and increasing energy costs has
raised the significance of cloud computing data center
efficiency as a policy to decrease costs, accomplish size and
indorse environmental responsibility. The data centers are
the most integral part for most of Information Technology
(IT) organizations. Many renowned organizations, such as
Google, Microsoft, and Amazon have big data centers that
contain thousands of computing servers around the world to
provide fast and efficient cloud computing services to the
customers [1]. The past decade has witnessed a phenomenal
increase not only in the size of the existing data centers but
also in the number of new data centers. The aforementioned
situation has increased the word-wide power consumption
that drive many research communities to carry out research
on the data center energy consumption, energy efficient
techniques for computing units, and power consumption
prediction of the data centers [2-3]. In 2006, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted a study
that revealed that the data centers are consuming more than
61 Tera Watt hour (TWh) of electricity per year that was
1.5% of the total power consumption of the whole US for the
same year. Figure 1 shows the energy consumption for a
typical data center and evaluated how energy is used within
the data center. The American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
[4], has published a trend that by 2014, the energy and
infrastructure costs of the data center will contribute about
75% in the total data center cost, while IT will contribute the
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remaining 25% in the overall operating cost of the data
center [5].
The quantity of computing resources and hardware power
inefficiency are not the only factors that result in enormous
energy consumption in the data centers. The inefficient use
of resources, such as CPUs and memory also play a major
role in the increase of data center energy consumption.
In [6], the authors collected a data from more than 5000
computing servers in a data center over a period of sixmonths and reported that the data center server utilization is
seldom 100% even when the servers are not idle. More than
90% of the servers were running at 10-50% utilization of
their total 100% capacity. This phenomenon results in extra
expenses on over provisioning that directly increase the total
power consumption cost of the data center [6]. Moreover,
handling and preserving over-provisioned data center’s
resources result in increased Cost of Ownership (TCO). In
another study [7], authors reported that if the data center
servers are completely idle even then the power consumption
is 70% of their total peak power consumption. Therefore, it
is a known conclusion that the underutilization of the servers
in data centers is extremely inefficient in terms of energy
consumption.
In [8], a comprehensive study is conducted that
monitors energy consumption of Grid’5000 infrastructure.
The authors reported significant opportunities for energy
saving in the data center via techniques, such as switching
servers on and off with respect to utilization or run the
servers on low power mode. The idle power consumption of
the data centers can be reduced by switching idle servers to
low-power modes.
Moreover, higher the energy consumption by the data
center’s infrastructure, higher is the carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions that contribute to the greenhouse effect [9]. One
simple solution for the energy inefficiency in the data
centers is to involve virtualization technology [10]. The
virtualization technology provides opportunities to the
Cloud providers to create several Virtual Machines (VMs)
on a single physical computing server.
Moreover, the use of live migration [11], we can
dynamically consolidate the VMs to the minimal number of
physical servers according to their current resource
requirements. The key contributions of the paper are as
follows:
• Reducing the energy consumption by defining different
DVS levels while the targeted deadlines are met.
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•

Virtual Machine/task consolidationn for energy
minimization while taking into accountt the CPU power
and storage capacity of the individuaal server and the
bandwidth of the links between servers is incorporated.

Fig. 1. Data Center Energy Consumption
n Partition

The remainder of the paper is arrangeed as follows. In
Section II, the related work is eelaborated. The
implementation details along with the system model,
problem formulation, and of the VM Connsolidation model
are presented in Section III. Section IIV presents the
simulation results and their comparisson, while the
concluding remarks are presented in Sectionn V.
II.

RELATED WORK

A number of literature works have beeen published that
proposed solutions to reduce the energy uutilization of the
Cloud data centers. The research carried ouut in [14] focused
on reducing the energy consumption either by only
considering the hardware aspects of the datta centers or in a
single data center. The data centers are benefited from some
renowned technologies, such as virtualizattion. Among the
virtualization techniques, there are VMs m
migration [15] and
consolidation [16]. However, the main isssue in the VM
migration or consolidation is its complexitty. Moreover, the
VMs resumption and suspension causes sysstem overloading
[11]. Furthermore, these methodologies are more of a
reactive methods rather than proactive and preventive.
Therefore, preventive methods are moree important and
effective. As stated in the introduction thaat an idle server
consumes almost half of the power compareed to the power it
consumes at peak load [13]. The authors off [18] introduce a
dynamic right-sizing on-line algorithm thhat predicts how
many servers will be required to execuute the arriving
workload of the data center. The experiment
ntal results of [16]
stated that dynamic right-sizing achieves significant energy
savings, but the technique requires differentt power levels for
the servers with the servers being able too switch between
different power level states. In a similar w
work [15], Green
Open Cloud (GOC) architecture is proposed that increases
the prediction of the arrived requests by aadvance resource
reservation for the users. The abovementio ned technologies
do not specifically consider the carbon eemission and are
implemented within a data center with thee aim to decrease
the energy consumption. The reductionn in the energy

consumption of the data center willl not inevitably decrease
the carbon footprint. The work on
n the availability of both
non-polluting and polluting energy sources in a single data
center is presented in [12]. The preediction-based scheduling
algorithms are used to increase usage of green energy
sources.
The Green Scheduler considerrs the servers to be in an
order [21]. It then starts scheduling
g the tasks to first server
from the pool until that server can
n execute no more tasks
and is overloaded. Consolidation off tasks is achieved at the
time of allocation of tasks. Our worrk is different from Green
scheduler as it has variable sized workload
w
as compared to
the fixed sized workload of Green scheduler.
s
In addition our
technique consolidates the tasks even
e
after the allocation
phase is over i.e. we migrate the tasks from one server to the
other to minimize the energy consum
mption even if the task is
in execution phase.
The DENS [22] methodology selects the best-fit
computing resources for the execution
e
of tasks by
considering the communication potential and load level of
data center components. Its aim is to achieve balance
between traffic demands, job performances, energy
consumed by the data center, and th
he job QoS requirements.
Round Robin [23] scheduler equally distributes the
communicational and computing lo
oads among the switches
and servers. As a result no server is overloaded and the
network traffic is balanced. This sccheduler is least efficient
in terms of energy consumption beccause all the switches and
servers are busy most of the time. In our work the workload
is exponentially distributed to mimiic the real time arrival of
workload. We are also incorporatin
ng consolidation of tasks
whereas Round Robin is not using any
a type of consolidation
technique.
III.

THODOLOGY
PROPOSED MET

One of the key causes of high power
p
consumption is the
underutilization of servers in a data
d
center. The power
consumption will obviously be high
her with a higher number
of running servers results. Thereforre, high power efficiency
can be achieved by optimal utilizaation of servers that will
result in smaller number of turned
d on servers. Cloud data
centers can host multiple virtual machines (VMs) on a
single physical server by the use virrtualization technology.
Important characteristics of the data centers that
consolidate the servers resulting in cutback in the amount of
hardware usage are Virtual Machine (VM) placement and
scheduling. VM placement is a significant research domain
in data centers where provisioning
g is performed manually
and the cloud providers are ab
ble to enhance energy
efficiency by applying proficient VM
M placement algorithms.
Most of the methodologies prroposed in the literature
only considered CPU utilization (defined
(
in MIPS) as a
decision metric for the abov
ve stated approaches.
Approaching the problem with a single
s
varying parameter
and keeping other parameters statiic solves the problem in
the controlled environment. Howeever, the assumption of
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non-varying parameters reduces the effectiveness of the
proposed methodologies in real environment. Therefore,
there is a need of research endeavors that are not based on a
single parameter. In this regard we aim to carve a strategy
that considers the following constraints, all at once.
• CPU constraints
• Memory constraints
• Bandwidth constraints
A. System Model
Power consumption P u is defined as a function of
CPU utilization [17].
.
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where P
is the power consumed by computing servers,
the fraction of power used by idle server is given by f and
CPU utilization is denoted by u.Total energy consumption
by a server is given by (Eq. 2). The CPU utilization may
vary with respect to time due to variability in workloads

centric network topology consisting of k pods. There are k
servers and k switches within each pod. The switches are
ordered in two successive layers of k/2 switches. The lower
layer (edge layer) switches are linked to k/2 servers and k/2
upper layer (aggregation layer) switches in each pod. Each
aggregation layer switch in the pod is linked to k/2 core
level switches, out of the total of (k/2)2 core level switches.
The Fat-tree DCN architecture is shown in Figure 2. Let the
power consumed at core level switches be denoted by Pcore,
power consumed by the aggregation level switches by Pagg,
and at the edge level switches by Pedge, respectively. In
addition the total power consumed by all the servers is given
where P is the power consumed by
.
by
.

.

.
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B. Problem Formulation
Consider a cloud consisting of S servers, each having
its own memory. Let the i-th server be denoted by Si and let
denote the total memory capacity of Si. Suppose that the
i-th server has a set of VMs, V = {v1, v2, v3, …, vM}, where
M represents the total number of VMs at a particular server
denotes j-th VM on the i-th server.
at a given time.
and
Suppose is the memory consumed by the
is
the
available
memory at
Si,
such
that
3
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where is the total memory being used by all the VMs at
Si at any time. Each
has some CPU requirement, i.e.,
the CPU utilization of
is given by
, while the
overall consumed CPU utilization of the server Si is
represented by
.
,

Fig. 2. Fat-tree DCN architecture

The bandwidth required by
on server Si is
represented by
and the bandwidth of the slowest link, l,
between two servers is denoted by
. Suppose that the
utilized bandwidth of the link l at any given time is denoted
. The free bandwidth on the slowest link,
by
is then given as
7

Our goal is to solve the multi-objective optimization
problem with multiple constraints. The problem can be
formulated as follows:
The overall power consumption on both the servers and
the switches in the DCN is minimized.
Mathematically

5
,
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where
is total CPU power and CPU
is the
available CPU power of the server Si.
The Data Center Network (DCN) is the
communicational backbone of the cloud computing [19].
We consider Fat-tree DCN architecture in our study because
of its better performance in terms of throughput and average
network delay. The Fat-tree DCN architecture is switch-

,

,

and

Subject to the following constraints
8
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Constraint (8) makes sure that the free BW is more than
the BW required by the VM for allocation / migration.
Similarly, constraint (9) is there to ensure that there is
enough CPU power available for the incoming VM. The
memory consumed by all the running VMs must be less than
the total memory of the server and is depicted as constraint
(10). In constraint (11), the size of the VM must be less than
the available memory of server where the VM is being
allocated and/or migrated. Constraint (12) guarantees that
the CPU power consumed by all the running VMs must be
less than the total CPU power of the server.
C. Methodology
The task/VM scheduling is a two-step process. First the
tasks arriving at the VM monitor (one server acts as VM
monitor) are allocated to the servers in the cloud computing
data centers. The tasks, as they arrive, are allocated to the
servers starting from one side of the fat-tree network. The
first server in the network is allocated tasks until anymore
allocation of tasks overload the server. Further, the tasks are
allocated to the next server and so on until all the tasks are
exhausted. Virtual machines are created for the execution of
each task allocated to the servers based on the CPU power
and memory requirement of each task. The task continues
to be executed on this VM until it is completed or migrated.
Next, when the pool of tasks to be allocated is exhausted,
VM/task migration is initiated. In this step the VM monitor
periodically checks all the servers for the under-utilized
servers. The process for migration is depicted in Algorithm
1. A server that is loaded with tasks such that its 90% of its
total capacity is being utilized in the execution of tasks is
termed as overloaded. We consider 90% utilization of server
by tasks as overloaded because we leave 10% of CPU power
for the server’s own operations. On the other hand we
consider a server being under-utilized if 30% of the CPU
capacity is used by the tasks execution. The servers having
no assigned tasks are turned off using DPM and DTVS to
reduce the energy consumption in the idle mode.
When the VM monitor is done calculating the
utilization if servers, it then migrates tasks from underutilized servers to those running servers that can complete
the tasks within the deadlines of the tasks. Here a delay is
incurred due to the migration process and is dependent on
the slowest link between the servers. Therefore, before
migrating the task the estimated time to migrate and the time
of execution at the target server is calculated so as to check
whether the task’s deadline can be met at the targeted
server. If this condition is satisfied then the task is migrated
and the server from which the task is migrated is turned off
by using DTVS. The set of conditions that need to be

____________________________________________________
Algorithm 1: VM Consolidation
____________________________________________________
Definitions: S= set of server machines, tag = status of server,
Maxvm = maximum number of Virtual machines that can be hosted a
machine, £ = list of over utilized servers, ¥= list of filled servers, µ =
list of under-utilized servers, £ = list of not filled servers, Þ = list of
OFF servers
1.
for each s S do
2.
e getEnergyCosumption(s)
3.
vmc getHostedVMCount(s)
4.
if e > 0.9 then
5.
£ £.
(s)
6.
else if e > 0.5 and vmc = Maxvm
7.
¥ ¥.
(s)
8.
else if e < 0.5 and vmc = Maxvm
9.
µ µ.
(s)
10.
else if e > 0.1 and vmc < Maxvm
11.
Ω Ω.
(s)
12.
else
13.
Þ Þ.
(s)
14.
end if
15. end for
16. for each s £ do
17.
vm getVM(s)
18.
oh getServerfromNotFilledOrOffLists(Ω, Þ)
19.
if oh != NULL then
20.
if migrateVM(vm,oh) then
21.
£ £.remove(s)
22.
reemoveServerFromNotFilledOrOffLists(Ω, Þ,oh)
23.
else
24.
goto Line 18
25.
end if
26. end for
27. for each s Ω do
28.
while vm getVM(s)
29.
oh getServerfromNotFilledLists (Ω,s)
30.
if oh != NULL then
31.
if !migrateVM(vm,oh) then
32.
goto Line 29
33.
end if
34.
else
35.
Break
36.
end if
37.
end while
38.
if vm == NULL then
39.
Ω Ω.remove(s)
40.
end if
41. end for
___________________________________________________

satisfied for a migration to take place are listed and
explained in the problem formulation.
If the migrations are increased then the links and switches
will experience congestion as all the traffic will be routed
through the switches. Therefore the power consumed by the
communication links and the switches is increased. On the
contrary, the power of servers is reduced by migrating tasks
from under-utilized servers and turning them off. Migration
4

of tasks even when they are in execution is termed as task
consolidation.

Power Consumption (Wh)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

B. Simulation Results
The simulation results are evaluated in terms of the
power consumption of the cloud data center. Three
scheduling techniques namely Green Scheduler, Round
Robin, and Random scheduling are implemented. The
results are then compared with the same scheduling
techniques when VM/task consolidation is incorporated in
them. It is important to note here that in the Green scheduler
the consolidation of VMs/tasks is achieved at the time of
allocation of tasks. It then starts scheduling the tasks to the
first server from the pool until it becomes overloaded. In
addition, the Green scheduler technique has fixed size
workload but we considered a variable sized workload when
we used task consolidation. The second technique, Round
Robin scheduler, equally distributes the communicational
and computing loads among the switches and servers. As a
result no server is overloaded and the network traffic is
balanced. Therefore, there is more room for performing VM
consolidation in this technique as compared to the Green
scheduler. Tasks are also scheduled randomly on different
servers just for the purpose of comparison with our
proposed work. The Random scheduler is included as a
reference so that we can then calculate how much
improvement in power consumption is achieved after VM
migration is performed.
The results for the power consumption of the switches
and servers are plotted individually against the changing
load of the data center from 30% to 90% in figure 3 and
figure 4. Figure 3 depicts power consumption of all the
servers in the data center with the changing load of the
cloud data center. It can be observed that the power
consumption of the servers has decreased significantly after
performing VM migration.
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Fig. 3. Power consumption of all servers
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A. GreenCloud Simulator
We used the GreenCloud simulator to implement our
proposed methodology for the purpose of performance
evaluation. GreenCloud simulator was developed as an
extension of the Network Simulator NS2 [20]. It captures
the communication processes of the data center at the packet
level. GreenCloud simulator provides users with a tool that
monitors the energy consumed by servers, switches, and
communication links within a cloud computing data center.
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and
Dynamic Power Management (DPM) are the two energy
efficient optimization techniques that are used by the
simulator but in our proposed work we incorporate Dynamic
voltage Scaling (DVS) and Dynamic Threshold Voltage
Scaling (DTVS) in the GreenCloud simulator to further
achieve reduction in energy consumption of the cloud data
center.
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Fig. 4. Power consumption of all switches and communication links
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Fig. 5. Net sum of power consumption of switches and servers in the
data center

As the load in the data center increases, the number of
task migrations is decreased because all of the servers then
work near to their full capacity, leaving less or no space for
VM migrations and as a result power consumption is
slightly increased. In addition, it can also be noted that the
scheduling techniques have higher power consumption
when VM migration is not performed.
In Figure 4, the results are plotted for the power
consumption of all the switches in the cloud data center.
When we perform VM migration in the data center, the
network traffic increases due to the fact that many tasks are
being transferred from one server to the other through the
communication links and the switches. This causes
congestion at the links and the switches. Due to the
increased load, the communication links and switches
consume more power than they would consume in the
absence of VM migration. The results in Figure 4 affirm our
intuition as it can be observed that the power consumption
has increased when task migration is performed. It can also
be noted that as the load of the data center increases the
5

power consumption in case of VM migration is decreased
because with the increase in the load of the data center there
is less room for VM migration. The power consumption at
the switches and the communication links is almost uniform
when VM migration is not performed in the aforementioned
schedulers.
Finally we plot the total power consumption of all the
switches and servers (the net sum of power consumption of
servers, switches and the communication links) in the cloud
data center. Figure 5 depicts the results of the net power
consumption of the data center both with and without task
migration. By combining the effect of the power
consumption of the servers and the switches we are still
achieving power savings although the switches and the
communication links were using more power when VM
migrations increased. When the load of the data center is
increased the net power consumption decreases because at
this point the power consumed by the switches and
communication links is significantly decreased as depicted
in fig 4.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a framework that reduces the energy
consumption of the cloud data center while maintaining the
targeted performance. The framework utilizes the cloud
infrastructure to study the effect of VM/task consolidation.
By consolidating the tasks on a fewer number of servers the
overall power consumed can be significantly reduced. The
tasks are first allocated to suitable servers until all the tasks
are exhausted. The idle servers are then turned off by using
DTVS. The Virtual Machine (VM) monitor checks for
under-utilized, partially filled, over-utilized, and empty
servers. The VM monitor then migrates the tasks to suitable
servers for execution if a set of conditions is met. By this
way, many servers those were under-utilized get free and are
turned off by using DTVS to save power. Simulations results
confirm our study and a substantial reduction in the overall
power consumption of the cloud data center is observed.
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